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Abstract: Multiple studies have been carried out on the correct estimation of the damages
(direct tangible losses) associated with floods. However, the complex analysis and the multitude of
variables conditioning the damage estimation, as well as the uncertainty in their estimation, make it
difficult, even today, to reach one single, complete solution to this problem. In no case has the
influence that the topographic relationship between the main floor of a residential building and the
surrounding land have in the estimation of flood economic damage been analysed. To carry out
this analysis, up to a total of 28 magnitude–damage functions (with different characteristics and
application scales) were selected on which the effect of over-elevation and under-elevation of the main
floor of the houses was simulated (at intervals of 20 cm, between −0.6 and +1 m). According to each
of the two trends, an overestimation or underestimation of flood damage was observed. This pattern
was conditioned by the specific characteristics of each magnitude–damage function, meaning that
the percentage of damage became asymptotic from a certain flow depth value. In a real scenario,
the consideration of this variable (as opposed to its non-consideration) causes an average variation in
the damage estimation around 30%. Based on these results, the analysed variable can be considered as
(1) another main source of uncertainty in the correct estimation of flood damage, and (2) an essential
variable to take into account in a flood damage analysis for the correct estimation of loss.
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1. Introduction

Floods are probably the most frequently recurring natural process affecting society in terms of time
and space, regardless of their geographical location, as shown by the data collected by the International
Disasters Database for the period 1900–2018 [1]. This is the main reason why flood risk management
has become an essential tool from both a social and an economic perspective, with the objective of
reducing losses associated with both sets of factors (features that constitute tangible and intangible
flood damage). Assessing direct tangible damages (those direct damages resulting from the physical
contact of floodwater with property and its contents), the economic flood losses have been increasing
throughout the past half-century. In the last decade (2008–2018), the economic losses associated with
floods exceeded 35 billion dollars [1] and, within this period, the flood losses exceeded 19 billion
dollars (USD) in 2012 alone [2–4].

In this flood risk survey, the extension of the study area conditioned the analytical approach, and,
as proposed by de Moel et al. [5], each work scale (supra-national, national or macro-scale, regional or
meso-scale, and local or micro-scale) required the use of different methods of analysis, with their results
needing to satisfy different purposes. A state-of-the-art review of study-related approaches, analysis
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techniques, results, uncertainties and validation processes of the results associated with each of these
four work scales is collected in Reference [5]. Regarding this last point, the validation and calibration
of the results involved fundamental elements that will require further study in the future (regardless of
the work scale in the analysis), since they condition the usefulness of these studies for end users [6].

Flood risk study methodology changes significantly depending on the study area, so the work scales
associated with supra-national or national assess are either generally based on multi-criterion analysis
techniques (e.g., References [7–9]) or on scaled models (such as those proposed by References [3,10]).
These approaches change when studies have a regional character, a situation where the combination
of hydraulic models predominates (mainly those that combine 1D and 2D analysis, coupled 1D/2D
models; e.g., References [11,12]) together with magnitude–damage functions associated with different
land uses and obtained from the aggregation of damage models (e.g., References [13,14]) developed on
a micro-scale level.

Finally, regarding micro-scale studies (local scale), the analysis techniques are similar to those
used in regional studies, with an increase in the detail and specificity of the magnitude–damage
functions used (e.g., References [15,16]) and in the precision of the hydraulic models, which in many
cases directly become 2D models [17]. For the magnitude–damage functions, the value of the flow
depth is normally used in the description of the flood magnitude [18], but there are still other factors
(speed, duration, presence of pollutants, sediment concentration, etc.) that also play an important
role in flood damage [19]. However, as described by Soetano and Proverbs [20], the flow depth
variable is considered to be the main factor in the estimation of direct damage to buildings due to
flooding, conditioning the spatial extent of the flood in X, Y, and Z. In hydraulic models, the main
difference with regard to analyses carried out at other scales is their precision. This precision depends
on the topography used, and although Moel et al. [5] determined a range between 1 and 25 m for the
pixel size of the DTMs (digital elevation models) used, that value is currently set in the 1–5 m range
(e.g., Reference [21]).

Nevertheless, not only the spatial resolution of the DTMs used is important for correct damage
estimation [22], but also the accuracy of their altitude. This aspect is directly related to proper
hydraulic modelling and the definition of flood areas, which have been studied since the end of the
last century (e.g., References [23–25]). The effect of topographic precision is evident mainly in low
relief areas [26], where the delimitation of flood zones may cause significant differences. More recently,
the incorporation of LiDAR (light detection and ranging) data for the generation of DTMs has led
to the increase in their accuracy and spatial resolution, which is a clear indication of progress made
in the improvement of hydraulic models associated with complex topographic configurations such
as urban areas. A clear example is the increase in the capacity to include buildings as topographic
elements within 2D hydraulic models, which significantly improves damage estimation in areas
where the availability of this type of information is limited [27]. Even so, these LiDAR data requires
post–processing aimed at the correct classification of the points (land, vegetation, buildings, etc.) and
their filtering, in order to enhance the quality and precision of 3D–derived surfaces. In this sense,
Bodoque et al. [28] showed the need to post–process LiDAR data for their subsequent application in
the estimation of flood damage, and how the accuracy of these data is influenced by the different types
of terrain. This estimated flood damage can vary significantly in urban areas depending on how the
initial topographic information (LiDAR data) is used [29], so that the control and validation of LiDAR
data in these areas/built–up areas with tall buildings seems indispensable. On the other hand, since
flow depth is the main variable from which the damages are estimated, the variable method assigned
to each of the exposed elements is another factor in the uncertainty of correct damage estimation in
urban areas [30].

From the above, increasing interest has been shown in the resolution and precision of the
DTMs used as the basis for hydrodynamic (2D) flow modelling in the analysis of flood damage.
These hydrodynamic models will provide us with information (mainly) on flow depth or flow velocity
on which the quantification of flooding magnitude can be based. This magnitude can be subsequently
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correlated with the damage function used to estimate direct economic losses due to floods. However,
throughout this flow analysis, an important component for correct damage estimation seems to have
been left out: the relationship between the height of the main floor of the buildings and the elevation
of the adjacent land. It is usually assumed that the topographic elevation of the land around a given
building (streets, sidewalks, patios, unbuilt lots) is the same as that of the main floor of the adjacent
house, serving as a reference for the start of the magnitude (depth)–damage functions. In this sense,
Garrote–Revilla et al. [31], in a preliminary study carried out in the centre of the Iberian Peninsula,
based on the use of the magnitude–damage functions proposed by the USACE (United States Army
Corps of Engineers) [32,33], suggested that the influence of this variable can significantly modify
(variations greater than 20%) the damage estimation associated with flood events.

This work constituted the first detailed research on the influence of the real topographic relationship
between the main building floor (height of the first floor that directly leads to the doorway) and the
correct estimation of the direct tangible damage associated with floods. For this reason, its results can
be used as a reference for the suitability or need to consider this variable in risk studies on a micro–scale
level. Application to wide areas may be more difficult due to the presence of heterogeneous building
stocks. From the last point of view, more micro–scale analysis may be useful for establishing regional
or general trends. The need for or suitability of the use of the variable should based on the differences
found in the estimation of damages, and the significance level of those differences depending on the
damage models (magnitude–damage functions) considered. Although the uncertainty (which may
also be exposure–related, caused by the lack of knowledge about building characteristics) in damage
estimation in houses caused by floods has been widely discussed, the relationship between the variable
considered in the present paper and its uncertainty has not yet been analysed. The other two variables
that are used in damage estimation must not be neglected: the exposure (depending on the elements
that are present at the location involved and on the spatial distribution of the flood spot) and the
vulnerability (defined by the lack of resistance of exposed elements to the flooding), which were not
taken into account as independent variables in this survey, as vulnerability models were taken from
previously proposed models. The results obtained showed a scenario in which the variations in the
estimation of economic damages in residential buildings reach percentages and magnitudes similar to
those obtained in previous studies focusing on other variables. The topographic difference between
the main floor of a house and the surrounding land should be considered in damage mitigation or
flood management as a basic factor for the correct estimation of damages and, consequently, as another
possible source of uncertainty.

2. Materials and Methods

As mentioned in the previous section, the vulnerability of exposed elements is usually assessed
based on damage models according to magnitude–damage functions. The present study assembled
different magnitude–damage functions from various countries, extracted from international scientific
and technical literature, to assess the direct and tangible damages in residential buildings. In addition
to different geographical areas, these functions covered a wide spectrum of characteristics. They took
into account whether there were basements in buildings or not, considering or not each separate
building and its content and damages either as a monetary value or as a percentage of damage of the
set of buildings and their content.

The ensemble of magnitude–damage functions used [21,32–36] and their characteristics
(for USACE functions, Type I = one storey with basement, Type II = one storey without basement,
Type III = two storeys with basement and Type IV = two storeys without basement) are shown in
Table 1. There were 11 damage estimation models (proposed for different countries or regions),
consisting of 28 magnitude–damage functions (Figure 1).
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Table 1. List of magnitude–damage models and their main characteristics.

Magnitude–Damage Function Proposed Working Scale Considered Elements Potential Damage Curve Shape Maximum Flow
Depth

Maximum Damage
(%)

Flooding Type
Content Structure Combined Basement € %

HKV Consultants–Structure Meso–scale x x asymptotic at 5 m 6 m 100 River flooding

HKV Consultants–Content Meso–scale x x asymptotic at 5 m 6 m 100 River flooding

Australia–Structure Macro–scale x x no asymptotic 3 m 41 River flooding

Australia–Content Macro–scale x x asymptotic at 1.8 m 3 m 89 River flooding

Spain (Pajares Pedraza)–V1P Micro–scale x x no asymptotic 2 m 100 Flash Flood

Spain (Pajares Pedraza)–V1O Micro–scale x x no asymptotic 2 m 100 Flash Flood

Spain (Pajares Pedraza)–V2P Micro–scale x x no asymptotic 2 m 100 Flash Flood

Spain (Pajares Pedraza)–V2O Micro–scale x x no asymptotic 2 m 100 Flash Flood

USACE–Type I–Content Macro–scale x x x asymptotic at 3.4 m 5 m 39.1 River flooding

USACE–Type I–Structure Macro–scale x x x asymptotic at 3.4 m 5 m 81.1 River flooding

USACE–Type II–Content Macro–scale x x asymptotic at 4 m 5 m 40 River flooding

USACE–Type II–Structure Macro–scale x x no asymptotic 5 m 80.7 River flooding

USACE–Type III–Content Macro–scale x x x no asymptotic 5 m 52.6 River flooding

USACE–Type III–Structure Macro–scale x x x asymptotic at 4.6 m 5 m 76.4 River flooding

USACE–Type IV–Content Macro–scale x x no asymptotic 5 m 37.2 River flooding

USACE–Type IV–Structure Macro–scale x x no asymptotic 5 m 69.2 River flooding

Europe–Content Macro–scale x x no asymptotic 6 m 100 River flooding

Switzerland–Content Meso–scale x x asymptotic at 3 m 6 m 64 River flooding

Czech Republic–Content Meso–scale x x no asymptotic 6 m 42 River flooding

Netherlands–Content Macro–scale x x asymptotic at 5 m 6 m 58 River flooding

Germany–Content Macro–scale x x no asymptotic 6 m 84 River flooding

United Kingdom–Content Macro–scale x x asymptotic at 3 m 6 m 100 River flooding

Spain (Poyo Ravine)–Single–family, no
garage (Type I) Micro–scale x x x asymptotic at 1.3 m 2 m 100 Flash Flood

Spain (Poyo Ravine)–Single–family,
garage ground floor (Type II) Micro–scale x x x asymptotic at 1.3 m 2 m 100 Flash Flood

Spain (Poyo Ravine)–Single–family,
garage basement (Type III) Micro–scale x x x x asymptotic at 1.2 m 2 m 100 Flash Flood

Spain (Poyo Ravine)–Multi–family, no
garage (Type IV) Micro–scale x x x asymptotic at 1.2 m 2 m 100 Flash Flood

Spain (Poyo Ravine)–Multi–family,
garage ground floor (Type V) Micro–scale x x x asymptotic at 1.4 m 2 m 100 Flash Flood

Spain (Poyo Ravine)–Multi–family,
garage basement (Type VI) Micro–scale x x x x asymptotic at 1.4 m 2 m 100 Flash Flood
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The estimation of the variable magnitude within magnitude–damage functions is generally
carried out directly from intersection of the water depth data and the entities (generally polygons
representing the boundaries of the housing) that indicate the exposed elements or through neighbour
buffers of those polygons. This second option is widely used when the exposed elements (mainly
buildings) are represented by cell height elevation (the most common method of representation;
e.g., References [37,38]) up to the height of the roof of buildings in the digital surface model (DSM)
used for hydraulic modelling. In these situations, water is forced to flow through the streets and cannot
enter the buildings. Therefore, if no influence area of the building were used, the intersection between
flow depth data and the exposed elements would not yield results. The flow depth value is generally
defined by either the maximum value or the average value. The second option limits the possibilities
of obtaining erroneous values linked to deficiencies in the topographic representation of the land in
the DSM. However, as stated by Bermúdez and Zischg [30], the use of the maximum value makes the
estimation of the flow depth more independent of the 3D mesh–building representation method of
hydrodynamic models.
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Therefore, the estimation of the water height (flood magnitude) will be made with respect to the
flow depth value in the land surrounding the buildings. Thus, these situations do not consider the
possibility of the building being over– or under–elevated compared to the surrounding land (Figure 2).
For this reason, for each of the magnitude–damage functions used, different topographic scenarios were
considered in which the effect of the possible over–and under–elevation of the buildings compared to
the surrounding territory were analysed.
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Figure 2. Examples of houses with topographic over– and under–elevation with respect to the
surrounding land.

For each of these topographic scenarios, the variation in the damages with respect to the initial
scenario was estimated, wherein no type of variation between the elevation of the main building floor
and the surrounding land was taken into account (Figure 3). Depending on the characteristics of
each magnitude–damage function used, the existence of basements was considered in the variations
obtained in the damage estimation.

Hence, for every function analysed, successive scenarios were considered in which a topographic
variation of 20 cm between the height of the main floor of the house and the adjacent land was
incorporated. The range of variation between the level of the main floor and the surrounding land was
varied between –60 cm and +100 cm, resulting in a series of nine analysis scenarios (including the initial
one) of direct tangible damage due to flooding. The application of these over– and under–elevation
thresholds to the main floor was based on the field work carried out by Garrote–Revilla et al. [31].
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respect to the surrounding land, in the case of residential buildings both with and without a basement.

From the set of results obtained for each of the topographic scenarios considered, descriptive
statistics and trend adjustment methods (mainly by estimating the changes in the damage to homes
rates, and the graphic representation of these rates linked to the water depth) were applied to analyse
the influence of the topographic relationship between the height of the main floor in the housing and
the adjacent land. Thus, the influence of this variable was observed in the damage estimation, both in
general (all the damage models used) and in a segregated manner in subsets defined according to the
characteristics of the magnitude–damage functions used.

Finally, the results obtained in a real scenario are detailed in a later section, in which the estimation
of the direct economic losses associated with floods in a small village in the centre of the Iberian
Peninsula was carried out. In this specific case, residential dwellings were divided into the categories
considered in each of the magnitude–damage functions proposed for use in this analysis. Subsequently,
the average under– or over–elevation of the main floor in each of these categories was estimated with
respect to the surrounding roads (streets). Lastly, the variation in the EAD value (expected annual
damage) was determined based on the consideration or not of the variable “topographic relationship
between main floor housing and roads” in the estimation of economic losses. In this last analysis (and
due to the lack of real–time data) the economic valuation of the content and structure of residential
buildings was considered as a constant value for each type of building.

3. Results

3.1. General Results for Magnitude–Damage Models

The damage models or magnitude–damage functions used were originally derived from a set
of tables in which the percentage of damage associated with a series of flow depth values is related,
instead of a mathematical formulation that determines a continuous function. For this reason, the
first task required was to obtain a mathematical equation that defined the relationship between the
“percentage of damage” variable with regard to the “flow depth” value. To attain this objective, the
original data of a third– or fourth–degree polynomial function was adjusted, analysing the degree of
adjustment of this polynomial function based on the R2 value. In general, R2 reached a value greater
than 0.99. However, in the case of the magnitude–damage function used in Switzerland, a lower value
was indicated (0.93). In this specific case, the magnitude–damage function showed a decrease in R2

due to the stepped form (Figure 4) presented by the original data.
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Figure 4. Switzerland magnitude–damage model for river flooding, showing its characteristic
staggered shape.

The results obtained indicated how the flood damage estimation positively correlates with the
topographic difference between the main floor of houses and the public roads or land surrounding these
buildings. Thus, when buildings are over–elevated with regard to the adjacent land, there is a clear
decrease in the percentage of estimated economic losses, and this effect is shown inversely in situations
of under–elevation. In contrast, it can be seen that the sensitivity of the set of magnitude–damage
functions or “damage models” used is varied (either between functions, or within the same function).

In general, the variation in the estimate of economic losses (damage rates) associated with flow
depth values does not exceed a maximum of 100%. This situation occurs when the new topographic
scenario considered eliminates the damages associated with a flow depth, so that the new percentage
of damage is 0%. This pattern (Figure 5) was repeated in damage models with over a 1 m depth range
(the maximum value considered for over–elevation in buildings with respect to the surrounding land),
regardless of the damage model applied. It also considered either the “content” or the “structure”,
or that these models have been proposed with a general scope (at the country level) or detail (at the
locality or population level).

In the case of some specific functions such as Switzerland (Figure 4) or the Netherlands, both
proposed in the JRC Report, or the equation of Australia (proposed by HKV Consultants) the regression
lines did not reach 100% as the maximum value, as seen in Figure 4. This trend was due to the fact that
these functions, which originated from statistical calculations, were not designed for extreme flood
events such as those resulting from 4.5 m flow depth floods (Figure 4).
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Figure 5. River flooding economic damage change (%) by considering topographic over–
and under–elevation of buildings from magnitude–damage models of the Czech Republic (A),
Australia–Content (B), HKV–Content (C), USA–Type IV–Content (D), Pajares de Pedraza–V2P (E) and
Pollo Ravine–Type II (F).

When the topographic effect analysed was the under–elevation of the house, the difference in the
results (not considering or considering height difference between the main floor and surrounding land)
was greater than in the over–elevation effect. This fact was not due to the trend of these results, since
this always showed an increase in the percentage of economic damage, but in terms of the magnitude
of these damage percentage variations. The increases in the percentage of damages (according to the
results obtained) seemed greater in those magnitude–damage functions proposed for detailed analysis,
than in the cases of those proposed for regional analysis, although it was not possible to affirm that the
damage increase value ranges were totally independent. In scenarios in which an under–elevation of
the building was simulated with respect to the surrounding land, there were more abrupt changes
(than in over–elevation situations) in the variations in the percentage of economic damage, with a
rapid rise and subsequent decrease in these variations.

In any of the situations (over– or under–elevation), as we moved towards greater water depths
there was a decrease in the differences of damage rates, so the effect of the main floor elevation from
the surrounding land became negligible. When we moved towards the maximum flow depth values
analysed in each magnitude–damage function, the damage percentage variations (associated with the
different topographic scenarios proposed) were generally below 10%. This situation can be seen clearly
in the damage change–flow depth graphs on the right of the Figure 6, related to magnitude–damage
models of Switzerland (A), United Kingdom (B) and Germany (C). In the three examples, the damage
change percentage increased with respect to the original damage values when the height of the main
floor was under the street level. In contrast, when raising the elevation, the damage change percentage
decreased, reaching negative values. Both trends stabilized when flow depth reached between 2 and
3 m, because at this point, the over– or under–elevation of the main floor level dis not influence the
final damage.
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The characteristics of the magnitude–damage function used had a clear influence on the damage
percentage variation, both in the maximum flow depth considered (ranging from 2 m to more than
5 m), and in the maximum percentage of damage associated with these depths (which varied from
percentages slightly higher than 40% to percentages of 100%). In the case of functions where the
percentage of damage became asymptotic around a given flow depth value, the variations in that
percentage associated with the topographic scenarios proposed were minor. An example of the above
(Figure 6) would be the magnitude–damage functions related to countries such as the United Kingdom,
Switzerland and the USA, or those proposed by Salazar Galán [35].
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3.2. Local Results at Navaluenga (Central Spain)

As a practical example of the analyses detailed above, the town of Navaluenga (Ávila, Central
Spain) was used in order to determine the influence that the topographic relationship between buildings
and surrounding lands had on the estimation of flood damages. The magnitude–damage functions
applied were those proposed by the USACE and the buildings were classified into four groups.
Depending on the number of dwellings included in each group, the topographic relationship (Z axis)
between the main floor of the building and the surrounding land was estimated either for the total class
of buildings or for a subset (statistically representative) of the buildings of the corresponding class.
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In the studied town, the total number of dwellings amounts to 2256, which are distributed as
follows (depending on the categories covered by USACE): 109 Type I housing, 621 Type II housing,
64 Type III housing and 1462 Type IV housing.

The results obtained (Table 2) showed systematic variation in the percentage of economic losses
due to floods for the return periods considered (T50, T100 and T500, defined according to the Basic
Guidelines of Civil Protection applied to flood risk planning). The reduction in economic losses was
32%, if neither the type of housing nor the period of return of the flood were taken into account.
However, a certain degree of variability in the results was observed depending on the building
typology, which reproduced an effect that had already been observed in the results described in the
previous section.

Table 2. Navaluenga flood economic damage reduction considering topographic over–or
under–elevation of houses.

Economic Damage Reduction (%)

Housing Type 1 T50 T100 T500

Content Structure Content Structure Content Structure

Type I 61.34 67.81 54.82 59.17 50.20 44.73
Type II 17.55 18.22 14.57 15.44 12.46 13.19
Type III 34.26 42.78 33.77 41.26 30.47 34.55
Type IV 24.36 23.48 22.12 21.48 18.64 18.25

1 Type I: one storey with basement; Type II: one storey without basement; Type III: two or more storeys with
basement; Type IV: two or more storeys without basement.

Thus, in one–storey houses (Types I and II) with basements, the effect of the variable analysed
caused a reduction in the estimate of economic losses (damage rate) of over 50% (average value for the
return periods of the considered flood). This average value was quite homogeneous when assessing
the losses (damage rate) associated with the content and the structure of the building (55% and 57%,
respectively). In the case of “two or more storey houses“ (Types III and IV), the reduction in the
estimation of economic losses (damage rate) was below the damage percentages obtained for one
storey houses, with a reduction of 33% for content and 40% for the housing structure.

In houses without basements, the reduction of economic losses (damage rate) was, in general, less
than for houses with basements (Figure 7). When analysing the one–storey houses, this was around
15%, regardless of whether the content or structure of the houses was considered. Finally, in the case of
houses with more than one storey, the reduction of economic losses was also very homogeneous in
accordance with the content or the structure, placing this reduction at 22% and 21%, respectively.
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Finally, regarding the influence of the topographic relationship between the main floor of the
houses and their surrounding land in the EAD estimation, results showed a clear reduction in the EAD
value (Figure 8) regardless of the content, the structure or the combination of both. Thus, taking into
account the damages associated with floods for a 50, 100, and 500 year return period, the EAD values
were reduced by a percentage of over 22%. Specifically, for the whole structure and content of the
dwellings, the EAD value for Navaluenga town was reduced from €132,000 to €102,500.
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4. Discussion

Uncertainty in the estimation of damage associated with floods is a recurring subject addressed in
this type of analysis [18,38]. This is due to the important variations observed and shown by different
studies (e.g., References [39–41]) in terms of estimating damages. However, the complete elimination
of uncertainty in flood damage estimation seems to be an impossible task, and this is partly due to the
multiple sources of uncertainty linked to these analyses.

With regard to the damage estimation and making the issue more complex, there is no unanimity
in the attribution of weights or influences on the uncertainty of the different sources linked to estimation,
but it may be considered that there is a set of variables that constitute the greatest source of uncertainty.
This set of variables can include the correct estimate of the flow frequency distribution function (which
determines the magnitude and relative frequency of flooding in the territory), the flow depth, the
damage models and the curves or magnitude–damage functions.

The first of the aforementioned variables, the correct estimation of the flow frequency distribution
function, is recognized as one of the main sources of uncertainty in the damage estimation associated
with floods (e.g., Reference [16,42]). Ballesteros–Cánovas et al. [41], in the town of Navaluenga (taken as
a practical case study in the present study) affirmed that the percentage of uncertainty in flood damage
estimation (associated with a correct estimate of the flow frequency law) in this town was above 40%.
In this study, the flow frequency distribution function was first estimated using the data series of the
gauging station, and this frequency law was later improved by the use of non–systematic information
linked to dendro–geomorphological analyses. The uncertainty associated with this variable was much
higher than other sources of uncertainty considered, such as the calibration of the hydrodynamic
model, or the damage model used [41].

However, correct calibration of the hydrodynamic model should control and improve the
estimation of flow depths, and this variable is considered essential in the uncertainty analysis in de
Moel and Aerts’ [39] research. In their study, these authors associated variations of 10 cm in the flow
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depth with close to 6% variations in the flood damage estimation. This percentage was not negligible
if multiple factors affecting the correct estimate of flow depths (quality and spatial resolution of the
digital elevation model and land use model, for instance) were taken into account. The influence of the
damage model used has also been considered a main source of uncertainty in flood damage estimation.
Thus, Wagenaar et al. [43] calculated that the uncertainty associated with the use of different damage
models (HIS–SSM for the Netherlands; HAZUS–MH in USA; FLEMO in Germany; Multi-Coloured
Manual in UK; Rhine Atlas in Germany too; and others), all of them based on the concept of unit
lost method, can be assigned an order of magnitude from 2 to 5. These authors identified this high
uncertainty in the use of different damage models with the fact that these models were based on data
related to a limited number of flood events. According to Thieken et al. [19], flood damage data are
rarely collected systematically. In such a way, this limited number of events does not represent the
multiple causative factors and particular characteristics of other floods or territories. This consideration
is very important, and will affect the entire set of damage models or magnitude–damage functions, due
to the near impossibility of such models or functions being used to replicate the assessment of flood
damage in other locations, where both the features of the floods (flow depth, water velocities, solid
load, response time, etc.) and the socioeconomic characteristics of the population can vary significantly.
Additionally, linked to the damage model, Chinh et al. [44] estimated the uncertainty associated
with this variable (in a study carried out in Vietnam) to be between 10% and 20% for damage to the
structures of houses and between 8% and 15% for the content. However, these authors concluded that
the uncertainty linked to hazard estimation may have been double that linked to the damage model.

On the other hand, Saint–Geours et al. [41] learned from their research that the main component
of the uncertainty in estimating flood damage in houses is linked to the damage model used (a
magnitude–damage curve in this case). In this study, the sensitivity index of the damage estimation
model associated with the magnitude–damage function had a value of 0.78, compared to 0.22 linked to
the flow frequency law. These results differed from those obtained for economic activities, where the
main source of uncertainty was associated with the correct application of the flow frequency law.

All of the above show the variability of results related to the identification of the main uncertainty
component in the flood damage estimation. The topographic variable (the height of the main floor
and surrounding land) analysed in the present study was not considered in any of the cases, at least
independently; Saint–Geours et al. [41] did seem to take it into account in their flood exposure model.
This model particularly included land uses and their relation to economic activities, showing that their
sensitivity index (0.03) was really insignificant and within the total estimation model of economic
losses for houses compared to those mentioned above.

However, in no case was the direct influence of the topographic variable (difference in height
between the main floor of the house and surrounding land) analysed in the estimation of flood damages
in housing. As was shown in the present study, this variable determines the percentage of losses
assigned to each dwelling, and the uncertainty introduced in the results reached similar levels to those
pointed out by other authors for different variables. In addition, it is important to note that this variable
influences the behaviour of other variables commonly used in flood damage estimation: flow depth
and hazard models, flood exposure models, etc.

The assessment of economic damage due to flooding, or the variation in damage rate when
considering the topographic relationship between the main floor of a house and the surrounding
land, also implies uncertainty. This uncertainty is mainly associated with the damage model
(magnitude–damage function) used. As we have seen, different models associate different damage
rates to the same water depth value. The use of all considered magnitude–damage functions allows
the calculation of an average economic damage value (%) associated with each flood return period,
as well as the estimation of the confidence intervals (90%, 95% and 99%) related to those average
damage values. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 9, which shows the general reduction
of damage rates when considering the topographic relationship between the main floor of a house and
the surrounding land.
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The uncertainty in average damage value was very similar regardless of the consideration of
the topographic relationship between the main floor of the house and the surrounding land. In both
cases, the uncertainty was slightly higher for the 50 year return period. When we considered the 90%
confidence interval, the uncertainty in the estimation of the average value of flood damage ranged
from 20% to 30%. This uncertainty reached a value of up to 45% (damage rate = 27.64 ± 12.58) when
we considered the 99% confidence interval and a 50 year return period. These uncertainty values
indicated a significant variability in the results depending on the model (magnitude–damage function)
used, and reaffirmed the need for the development of detailed magnitude–damage functions at a local
scale (as opposed to regional) for a correct estimate of economic damage due to flooding [21].
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flood economic damage (%) at Navaluenga (Spain) from all magnitude–damage functions considered.
Results not taking into account the topographic relationship between the main floor of the house and
the surrounding land (A,B), and taking the topographic relationship into account (C,D).

Furthermore, as the difference in height between the main floor of houses and the surrounding
land is a variable that is independent of the damage model used (magnitude–damage function), the
errors associated with this variable are independent as well. For this reason, the benefits of using
a specific magnitude–damage function of a location (which takes into account the socio–economic
conditions of the area) can disappear against the error introduced by this variable.

It should be noted that the influence of the variable that relates the height of the main floor of a
house to the elevation in the surrounding land is not constant and independent of the value thereof.
This influence is maximised in average values of flow depths (in the order of 0.2–0.6 m), which could
be more frequently related to housing. In major flood depths, the influence of the analysed variable
is also important; in flow depths above 1.5–2 m (the least common in urban areas where housing
is located) the "height of main floor–surrounding land" relationship begins to have a lower impact.
This is because the expected damages associated with these flow depths will be so serious (including
the risk of collapse of structures) that they are usually associated with poorly developed urban areas.

The effect of the variable that relates the height of the main floor of the house to the surrounding
land with respect to flood management and its mitigation measures can be raised. According to the field
work carried out in the present study, the most commonly observed situation is one in which there is an
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over–elevation of the main floor. Therefore, although this may be a local effect not easily extrapolated
to other locations, the most common result was the over–estimation of the economic damages linked
to flood events when applying the classical methods. As a consequence, this over–estimation of the
economic losses will affect the cost–benefit analyses linked to projects for the implementation of flood
risk mitigation measures, extending to flood management by the persons and authorities responsible.

The dominant model of over–elevation has been considered previously, as a value of 0.3 m [45]
was proposed to reduce the uncertainty in flood damage estimation analysis at regional or national
scales. However, that general value may be not appropriate for local assessments, as our results
pointed out. For Navaluenga, average over–elevation values ranged from 0.26 m for USACE Type II
housing to 1.51 m for USACE Type I housing, with a general average value (independent from housing
type) of 0.75 m. In general, in houses with basements, the over–elevation was higher. These differences
highlight the variability associated with local construction models and the necessary estimation of the
topographic relationship between the first floor and the surrounding land where local assessment will
be carried out.

Finally, it must be noted that the results cannot be considered homogeneous, and they show that
the construction model of houses will have a decisive influence on the economic losses linked to the
different scenarios considered. Type of housing and building style (existence of a significant number
of over– or under–elevated houses) can lead to the results regarding the percentage of flood damage
differing greatly from those shown here. Thus, the applicability of the results obtained in the present
assessment to other regions may be difficult, and more analysis of the relationship of flood damage
and the topographic relationship between the height of the main floor and the surrounding land is
necessary. However, even taking this into account, the results shown in the present study highlight the
need to consider this variable in order to obtain estimates of economic damage that are closer to reality.

5. Conclusions

The correct estimation of damages (direct tangible losses) associated with floods is an essential
aspect of efficient flood risk management. Moreover, the influence of DEM quality, the correct
and precise inclusion of the buildings in the DSM used as the basis of hydrodynamic models,
improvement in the estimation of the flow frequency law, calibration of hydrodynamic models for
a correct flow depth estimation, implementation of different damage models, the development of
specific magnitude–damage functions that take into account the socio–economic characteristics of the
study area, etc. are all variables that have an influence on the estimation of flood damages, with the
uncertainty associated with them being subject to study. However, no studies previously carried out
have analysed the influence of the topographic relationship between the height of the main floor in
dwellings and the surrounding land on flood damage estimation.

To analyse the behaviour and influence of this variable in flood damage estimation, 28 magnitude–
damage functions of different types were considered. As expected, in all cases, a correlation was
observed between the damage estimation trend (compared to non–consideration of this variable)
and the topographic scenario proposed. It was alos noted that the influence of the variable was not
homogeneous for the entire range of flow depth values analysed in the magnitude–damage functions.
This influence on the flow depth range was maximal between 0.2 and 0.6 m and progressively decreased
to below 10% in relation to flow depths of around 2 m or more.

For a real scenario, and using the magnitude–damage functions proposed by the USACE in the
town of Navaluenga (Spain), an average over–estimation of more than 30% was obtained of the economic
damages associated with floods with return periods of 50, 100 and 500 years. These percentages were
not homogeneous and varied depending on the type of residential building and on the structure or
content of the dwelling. Thus, in the case of one–storey houses with basements, the reduction in
flood losses was maximal, reaching values between 55% and 60% for the structure and content of
the house. By incorporating these variations in the economic damage estimation commonly used in
the cost–benefit analysis of risk mitigation measures (EAD value of the town of Navaluenga), the
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over–elevation of the topographic height of the main floor in houses with regard to the surrounding
land represented a 22.5% reduction in the EAD estimation.

All the data shown above helped us to determine that the variable “topographic relationship
between the main floor of houses and the surrounding land” is one of the main sources of uncertainty
in the estimation of flood damage in houses, similarly to others such as the correct determination of the
flow frequency law, flow depth or damage model. It seems, therefore, that its consideration is essential
for a proper estimation of economic losses due to floods, in the design and implementation of flood risk
mitigation measure projects and for the general purpose of comprehensive flood risk management.
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